Congratulations to our graduating seniors that have been selected to receive our award for Distinguished Research in Chemistry and Distinguished Research in Biochemistry! This year's recipients of the award for Distinguished Research in Chemistry are:

- Kimberly Anderson (Professor Synovec group)
- Catherine Chang (Professor Keller group)
- Ryan Chu (Professor Theberge group)
- Mitchell Kaiser (Professor Gamelin group)
- Hyeon-Jin Kim (Professor Vaughan group)
- Felix Leeb (Professor Maibaum group)

This year’s recipients of the award for Distinguished Research in Biochemistry are:

- Hyung Chan Brian Kim (Professor King)
- Andrew McAlister (Professor Ruohola-Baker)
- Cecilia Nguyen (Professor Kwon)
- Donovan Phua (Professor Klevit)
- Natali Shumak (Professor Klevit)